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Aligning with the flow of control: A grounded theory study of choice and autonomy in decision-making practices of people with intellectual disabilities

Eileen Carey
Department of Nursing and Midwifery, Faculty of Education and Health Sciences, University of Limerick, Limerick, Ireland

ABSTRACT
Purpose: Choice and autonomy are recognized as values facilitating genuine self-determination. Subsequently greater understanding of these concepts in decision-making practices of adults with intellectual disabilities is required.
Aims: The twofold aim of this research study was to ascertain the core concern (most important issue) for adults with intellectual disabilities as they make choices and exercise autonomy and to develop a theory explaining how these adults attempt to resolve their core concern.
Methods: This research study undertaken in a single organization in the Republic of Ireland applied classic-grounded theory methods. Participants included twelve adults who were attending day services and accessing a variety of other organizational services. Interviews were undertaken, between January 2012 and September 2013, in different contexts on up to 4 occasions (46 interviews). Data analysis utilized concurrent processes of constant comparative analysis.
Results: The main issue of concern for these participants was ‘control’ in environments that were controlling of them and they responded by ‘aligning with the flow of control’ explained by how they framed control, emotionally connected and adjusted in compliance situations.
Conclusions: This theory offers a conceptual delineation of the way adults with intellectual disabilities manage the daily tensions and harmonies in decision-making.

Introduction
Individuals who ‘own’ their lives make choices that are inherently tied to a sense of self, which is reflected in the traditional philosophical concept of autonomy (Moore, 2019). Legislators for international human rights advance concepts of autonomy and independence by means of emphasizing the capacity of people for social, physical, emotional and cognitive development (United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities [UNCRPD], 2006; Zolkefi, 2017). Thus, Article 3(a) of the United Nation’s Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities obligates societies to uphold ‘… individual autonomy including the freedom to make one’s own choices and independence of persons;’ (UNCRPD, 2006, Article 3(a)). In a practical sense, autonomy is the ability of an individual to direct how he or she lives on a day-to-day basis according to personal values, beliefs and preferences (Health Information and Quality Authority [HIQA], 2019). And, the stronger personal autonomy is advanced and productive in societies, individual citizens are enabled to become best self-advisors on compliance to his/her expertise and life style (Gumbis et al., 2017).

Choice Theory is an internal control psychology that occurs as four distinct, but inseparable components of acting, thinking, feeling, and physiology happen simultaneously as individuals make choices which are driven by genetic needs of survival, belonging, power, freedom and fun (Glasser, 1998). Choice theory stipulates that each individual possesses a mental set of pictures based on past experiences and future aspirations and aligned with current needs of what s/he considers to be their ‘quality world’. Understanding and supporting the individuals ‘quality world’ will enable the person find satisfaction in their relationships with- relevant others so engaging in more internal control psychology (Glasser, 1998).
Historically, mainly due to limiting societal and cultural responses to supporting individuals with intellectual disabilities, this population group found themselves segregated from their societies, institutionalized and consequentially lacking autonomous opportunities to live similar lives to the general population (Brown & Brown, 2009). Due to the knock-on effect of living segregated lives in mainly group-managed services, inevitably, these individuals have been subjected to restrictions of choice in their lives. They experienced limited opportunities to engage...
and participate not only in making decisions for themselves as individuals but also in contributing to group and wider society decisions (Carey & Ryan, 2019). Whereas today, international and national policies and legislations are devoted to enabling conditions so that people exercise the right of choice (Carey & Griffiths, 2016; UNCRPD, 2006). Having choice opportunities is a precursor to potentially empowering autonomous outcomes for people with intellectual disabilities which must be understood if robust responses are to be developed to implement the principles of the UN Convention (UNCRPD, 2006).

Brown and Brown (2009) identified a five-step strategy for integrating choice into the lives of these individuals: (1) assessment of choice acceptance in the environment; (2) clarification of methods for broadening familiar choice opportunities; (3) clarification of methods to increase individual’s freedom, initiative, and skills in choice-making; (4) increase skills of relevant support persons; (5) development and assessment of specific methods for recording choice in practice which link choice with other key quality of life concepts. Webber and Cobigo (2014) advocated that the following components should be used as measurements to evaluate services for people with intellectual and developmental disabilities: (1) the availability of choice opportunities; (2) the provision of choice options; (3) informed cognitive processes and act of choosing, and (4) a supportive environment. Webber and Cobigo (2014) found methods to promote choice to be limited and recommended further research be undertaken to assist service providers evaluate their services, demonstrate accountability, and to maintain a balance between promoting choice and protecting vulnerable adults. Policy, practice and academia discourse within the field of intellectual disability, continues to feature choice definitions in the context of presence or absence of related attributes reflected in the range of available measurements (Agran et al., 2010; Hatton et al., 2004; Houseworth et al., 2018; O’Donovan et al., 2017).

Research evidence while gaining prominence on choice processes and supports for people with intellectual disability, is in it’s infancy with regard to the actual choice experiences of adults with intellectual disabilities. Choice processes are evidenced as choice making exercises underpinned by: being motivated (Agran et al., 2010; Lysaght et al., 2009); identifying and selecting preferences (Donnelly et al., 2010; McCarthy, 2010; Wiltz & Kalnins, 2008) and goal setting and problem-solving (Agran et al., 2010; McConkey & Collins, 2010). Choice making supports are found to be having: opportunities to make choices (Jensen et al., 2012; McDaniels, 2016; Stancliffe et al., 2011) and a supportive network with good support (Chapman et al., 2011; Conder et al., 2010; McCarthy, 2010; McConkey & Collins, 2010; Michell, 2012). Other important resources to support choice making are acknowledged as: education and skill development (Chou et al., 2011; Lysaght et al., 2009; Stancliffe et al., 2011). More recent influential approaches such as personalization (Williams & Porter, 2017), and interactionist strategies (Cudrè-Mauroux et al., 2019) are recognized as influencing choice processes and supports.

Regrettably, choices of some people with intellectual disabilities have been unacknowledged and devalued (Johnson & Bagatell, 2020). Challenges to making choices have been recognized as: limited choice availability and opportunity (Ciulla et al., 2011; McCarthy, 2010; Stancliffe et al., 2011); limited resources, for example, accessible information and meaningful consultation (Conder et al., 2010; Chou et al., 2011; Kilcommons et al., 2012; McCarthy, 2010; Michell, 2012; Owen et al., 2008). Other resources such as transport and financial disincentives were also cited as challenges to enabling adult choice to participate in meaningful activities (Lysaght et al., 2009). And attitudes of relevant others impact on choices made (Antaki et al., 2009; Benedick and Dixon 2009; Michell, 2012; Owen et al., 2008).

Similarly, research evidences the rise of differing angles on matters of autonomy for people with intellectual disability as reflected in: actualizing autonomy in daily lives (Bjornsdotter et al., 2015); implementing self-directed support (Bogenschutz et al., 2019); examining voting rights (Redley et al., 2012); health self-advocacy training programmes (Feldman et al., 2012) and autonomy support (Alonso-Sardón et al 2019; Frielink et al., 2017, 2018; Hawkins et al., 2011). As society seeks to operationalize such legislations and policies in practice discourse on matters such as processes and experiences of decision-making are brought to the fore (Bjornsdotter et al., 2015; Chou & Lu, 2011; Jenkinson et al., 1992; Jenkinson & Nelms, 1994; Rogers et al., 2020; Suto et al., 2005; Whitehead et al., 2016), supporting decision-making (Bigby et al., 2019; Carey & Ryan, 2019; Curryer et al., 2019; Gore, 2008; Shogren et al., 2017; Watson, 2016) and associated policy and research (Flynn & Arstein-Kerslake, 2014a, 2014b; Bach & Kerzner, 2010; Carney, 2013; Jenkinson, 1993; Kirkendall et al., 2017).

Ireland’s commitment to a national reform of disability service provision and a broader commitment to a right to live a life of one’s choosing either in one’s own home or in the community, while accessing services which are genuinely person-centred, has been reflected in the publication of key government policy documents and objectives (Health Service Executive [HSE], 2018, Irish Human Rights Equality Commission [IHREC], 2019; HIQA, 2019). It is anticipated that the recently ratified Assisted Decision-Making (Capacity) Act (Department of Justice, 2015) provides a legal framework for supporting decision making for people
who require such support, and will result in significant improvements in the lives of persons with intellectual disabilities as their ability to make decisions for themselves will be enshrined in law. In doing so, it demonstrates a seismic cultural shift away from a paternalistic and ‘best interests’ approach towards persons with intellectual disabilities to a rights-based approach to choice and autonomy in decision-making. However, strengthening the commitment to human rights as endorsed in theoretical, legal and practice documentation has not been sufficient enough to guarantee and protect individuals with intellectual disability, as for many, the universality of human rights has not yet been fully realized (Carey & Ryan, 2019).

Researchers have indeed approached the issue of decision-making among adults with intellectual disabilities from various angles and using various methodologies; however, a comprehensive model of this process and its contributing factors has not yet been elucidated. To date there is a dearth of research representing the experiential realities of how adults with intellectual disabilities make choices and exercise autonomy. This article delineates a qualitative investigation into choice opportunities and the exercise of autonomy as reported by adults with intellectual disabilities in the Republic of Ireland who live in a society in which the government is actively implementing policies to promote greater choice opportunities, and the theory that emerged from that investigation. The twofold aim of the research study was to: a) ascertain the core concern (most important issue) for adults with intellectual disabilities as they make choices and exercise autonomy in their decision-making and b) develop a classic-grounded theory explaining how these adults who access support services attempt to resolve their core concern.

**Methods**

Figure 1 provides an overview of the application of classic-grounded theory methodology as applied in this research study:

**Design**

Classic grounded theory is a systematic, inductive methodology founded on the premise that the problem emerges from and is guided by data collection, to develop a conceptual theory explaining a latent pattern of behaviour (Glaser, 1978, 1998, 2001). It relies on abstract conceptualizations and conceptual relationships while avoiding contextual descriptions and descriptive interpretations of the empirical data, whereas other qualitative research approaches focus on in-depth descriptions (Carey, 2010) or are overly reliant on literature to the detriment of developing a conceptual theory grounded in data from the substantive area. A classic-grounded theory building approach is more likely to generate new and accurate insights into the phenomenon under study than reliance on either past research or office-bound thought experiment (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Classic grounded theory is a methodology most suitable for use in areas where scant research has been undertaken. Research which is inclusive of people with intellectual disabilities is still in its infancy. Classic grounded theory approach based within the context of lived experience, responsiveness to emergent themes and constant comparative method of data analysis was the chosen approach used to generate a conceptual explanation of choice and autonomy relevant to the decision-making of adults with intellectual disabilities.

**Participants**

Participants were sourced within one organization from two different day-services day services, each of which, catered for the needs of approximately forty adults with intellectual disabilities.

The initial purposive sample had inclusion criteria of aged 18 to 65 years inclusive, currently in receipt of a community-based day service, who had experience of agreeing and disagreeing in the context of life choices and want to participate in the study. The service ethics committee required all adults opting to participate in the research study to be ‘deemed to be in generally good mental and physical health by an appropriate healthcare professional’. While the researcher had no control over the decision, this specific inclusion criterion had knock-on effects on the length of time it took to recruit participants delaying the commencement of the research study.
The researcher met with the Administrator, Day Service Manager and other informal gatekeepers to explain the study and gather information with regard to the communication needs of potential participants. Fourteen potential participants were invited to an initial information session. The researcher provided different options of Information Briefing Sheets (e.g., more text less pictures vs less text more pictures) along with verbal explanations of the study informed by best communication practices adopted by using websites such as www.changepeople.co.uk and www.bris.ac.uk/Depts/NorahFry/Plainfacts. From the outset potential participants were afforded the opportunity to have a support person for the duration of the project. The researcher was available each day for one week to answer any queries potential participants may have about the study. Of the twelve adults who provided written informed consent to be interviewed and to have the interview audio-recorded, five opted to have a support person present for the informed consent interview and seven opted not to have a support person. The ongoing process of consent was endorsed throughout the research study. The researcher in a timely manner reminded each participant of the upcoming process expectations while being vigilant for signs of assent or dissent. Issues of recruitment and informed consent are available in detail in a previous publication (Carey & Griffiths, 2017).

Data collection and analysis

Participants in the study were twelve adult participants (eleven females and one male) ranging in age from 28 years to 47 years old. In classic-grounded theory specific identification of the number of people to be invited to participate in the research is challenging, as the theoretical sampling that is intrinsic to classic-grounded theory is unknown at the beginning. Glaser (1978) suggests that initial data should be gathered from the individuals who are the best informants in the area. Fortunately, a basic tenet of classic-grounded theory is that “all is data” (Glaser, 1998, p. 8). In alignment with this tenet and optimizing opportunities for data collection and theoretical sampling within this research study, interviews and informal discussions, were held in various locations, across many activities and at different times during the day. Opportunities for further theoretical sampling, be it access to further participants, activities or locations, if had been required were to be negotiated with the gatekeeper.

Up to four rounds of interviewing comprised forty-six semi-structured interviews in different contexts and settings. Seated interviews lasted from thirty minutes to one hour and thirty-five minutes. Times varied from morning to afternoon to evening. Interviews were held in quiet locations in either of two day-sites, community settings e.g., coffee shops, community residential settings and an apartment. In making the interview as accessible as possible the researcher identified herself and sought to establish a good rapport with the interviewee using incidental conversation to start the interview. Ice-breaking questions were utilized such as: How is your day going? Tell me about yourself? In acclimatizing the adult participant to the interview situation the researcher together with the research participant would review the participant briefing sheet encouraging the participant to talk about an image of his/her choice and by discussing photos deemed important by the participant in the context of their life experiences. In keeping with a grounded theory approach at the outset the interview topic guide questions were kept general and open (Table 1).

An example of a finishing question was “What would you do if you won the lottery?” And thanking the participants the researcher would inform each of the next proposed steps of the study ensuring that the participant was comfortable to continue.

The rich data content of interviews guided theoretical sampling and directed the process of data collection. Grounded theory interviews rely on the emergent data to stimulate and generate discussion on the topic as relevant and important to participant (Glaser, 1978, 1998). The researcher spent time with research participants chatting in day service, community residential houses or walking to and from coffee shops. Furthermore, when interviewing participants in their residential settings, many participants volunteered the sharing of photos reflecting aspects of their lives. What was deemed to be most important was to explore what was happening when these adults were agreeing and disagreeing to life choices. The researcher in listening and re-listening to the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Interview topic guide questions.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are your dreams/goals?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are you doing to make</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>those goals happen?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is helping you to achieve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>those goals?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there something that you are</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not doing that you would like</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to do?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tell me about it?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What happens when you do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not want to do something that</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>you are asked to do?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How do you tell people what you want</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to do?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What happened when you …?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What information did you get in relation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What format was the information in?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How was the information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>presented?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What did you understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>about the information as it relates to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>…? (1) life choice?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How did you agree or disagree to …?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) life choice?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is your previous experience in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relation to (1) life choice?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How did you agree or disagree to …?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) life choice?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tell me about your Individual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programme Planning meeting?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
audio-recordings emerged herself, noting open codes typing field-notes and associated memos. The field-notes facilitated the incorporation of the researcher’s own explanations and reflections as to what was happening in the realities of participants’ choices. As initial codes began to emerge from adult stories of choice, they were grouped into similar categories which initially focused on outcomes. Classic grounded theory methodology involves a core process of coding, which comprises two types: substantive coding, which included both open and selective coding (Glaser, 1978). The constant comparative method enabled the researcher to look for patterns in the data and to compare emergent codes for similarities and differences (Glaser, 2001). Codes that frequently appeared during the open coding phase of initial interviews were related to participant reports of ‘being told what to do’. These initial codes were the foundation on which the analysis progressed and these formed the basis for the development of selective codes. Examining the data for interchangeability of indices and elaborating on memos the frequency with which the indicators were occurring enabled the researcher to make connections and to challenge researcher assumptions. Constant comparison of categories featuring outcomes and key choice experiences enabled identification of concepts to follow up for theoretical sampling and the collection of rich data explicating further connections in the data. Theoretical sampling for choice-associated concepts was undertaken, between and in participant sampling, occurring in different context and settings, with varying focus including living arrangements, money, food, shopping, friendships, relationships, travel, health access and service provision.

Follow-up interviews enabled clarification of issues previously raised and concepts projected by the adult participants as the main concern was identified. As substantive codes emerged the researcher integrated hypothesis testing into the interview process. This involved seeking clarification from participants about specific emerging hypothesis, for example, in relation to specific choice opportunities, relationships, public transport, medication management, the interviewer asked subsequent participants if they were ‘being told what to do’ or ‘doing it themselves’. Substantive categories then subsumed some open codes. Analysis then moved onto comparing and contrasting adult identities and differing mindsets and the interpretation of choices situations as possible predictors for control beliefs. Focusing on choice availability the researcher sought to identify if factors which influenced control beliefs were internally or externally negotiated and if and how indicators that control beliefs related to a persons’ emotions or adjustments in compliance situations. The researcher recorded key incidents and significant statements that related to emergent categories. As conceptualization evolved the data were interrogated for links between adults who were more self-directed in the choices they made and others who reported that they were continually being told what to do (externally directed). As concepts were emerging it was becoming obvious that a persons’ emotions, and the adjustments they made to comply were counterbalancing agents for determining the person’s control beliefs. Once the core category begun to emerge, the researcher selectively focused on the emergent categories explicating properties and dimensions. Incorporating the use of theoretical codes and comparing emergent concepts to pre-existing literature the researcher explained the relationships between categories. On reaching theoretical saturation, the researcher focused on memo sorting and delimiting to write up the theory. Once theoretical saturation of the core concept of framing control was achieved the researcher proceeded to review all data, field notes, memos and then sorted by category. Saturation occurred when up to four rounds of interviews had been conducted and no new themes identified.

**Ethical considerations**

Ethical approval obtained from the University Faculty of Health Sciences Ethics Committee and from the Service Ethics Committee. Opportunities and challenges of navigating ethical approval while undertaking classic-grounded theory methodology are detailed in a previous publication (Carey, 2010). At the outset of each round of interviews, the researcher reminded research participants of the associated nature and procedures of the research study, allowing participant’s time to discuss with others and consider options. This ensured participants’ contentment in continuing with the research study. Participants were reassured of confidentiality when participating in the study and were informed in advance that in accordance with Ireland’s Code of Professional Conduct and Ethics for Nursing and Midwifery, it would be broken if the interviewer as a registered nurse Intellectual Disability (RNID) became concerned for the health and wellbeing of the research participant (Nursing and Midwifery Board of Ireland [NMBl], 2014).

**Findings and analysis**

Twelve adults with intellectual disabilities participated in this research study. They ranged in age from 28 years to 47 years old and all attended day service provision. Participant demographic data is outlined in Table II.

The following presents the findings of the theory of ‘aligning with the flow of control’. The main issue of
### Table II. Participant demographic data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Married</th>
<th>Single in Relationship</th>
<th>Living arrangement</th>
<th>Community Service (CRS)</th>
<th>Education Training</th>
<th>Employment</th>
<th>Voluntary work</th>
<th>Day-service</th>
<th>Family/Support Network</th>
<th>Mobile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Saoirse</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>CRS</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Human Rights Seminar</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Full time CRS</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Sophie</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>CRS</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Bar Work (Cleaning)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Visits mum on special occasions</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Katie</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>CRS</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Human Rights Seminar</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Goes home every weekend to parents</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>Aoife</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>CRS</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Human Rights Seminar</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Limited family contact—home once a year</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>Elaine</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>CRS</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Leadership &amp; Advocacy Course</td>
<td>Secretarial Work</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Mum Rip Meets Dad monthly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>Maria</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Rents Apartment</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Leadership &amp; Advocacy Course</td>
<td>Hotel (Cleaning)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Parents RIP Contact with uncle monthly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>Harry</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>CRS</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Leadership &amp; Advocacy Course</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Living with both parents</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>Aislinn</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>CRS</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Leadership &amp; Advocacy Course</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Estranged relationship with family</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>Sarah</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>CRS</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Leadership &amp; Advocacy Course</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Home at weekends twice monthly. Fostered</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>Liz</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Lives at home with mother</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Leadership &amp; Advocacy Course</td>
<td>Church (Cleaning)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Goes home each evening to mother &amp; sister. Parents separated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>Aly</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>CRS</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Human Rights Seminar</td>
<td>Swimming Pool (Cleaning)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Goes home monthly x2 &amp; hols to Mother, sister and brother. Dad Rip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>Caoinhe</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Lives at home with brother</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Leadership &amp; Advocacy Course</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Goes home each evening to Brother</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
concern for these adults is controlled in environments that are largely controlling of them. Having personal needs and aspirations, these adult participants live with intellectual disability, access group-managed services, engage with available supports, live with choice outcomes; all of which underpin their ‘actual doing’. Being told refers to external influences of government policy and legislation, social norms and enacting practices underpinned by agency (those in power positions/staff/family) attitudes and practices. These adults operate neither at one level (totally in control) nor the other (totally controlled), but move continually between these opposing spheres. For them, the conflict between ‘being told’ and their ‘actual doing’ determines and resolves by their ‘aligning’ patterns. And as they negotiate the multivariate and complex nature of life choices, this pattern of ‘aligning’ denotes equilibrium that exists for these adults, as they frame the control they have over the choice, counterbalanced by how they emotionally connect and adjust in compliance situations (Figure 2 and 3).

Framing control is a sub-core category of the aligning framework. It explains that drawing from a bank of ideas, adults make interpretations and position the control they have of the choice. The direction and extent of aligning is determined by the sub-core category of framing control, in which adults weigh up influencing contextual factors relating to ‘being told’ within the realities of their ‘actual doing’ and choose what to do next.

Frames of reference explain the bank of ideas which adults draw upon and project on to current choice arrangements. Many factors influence frames of reference, contextualized as identity frames, power frames, and mindset frames, which contribute to how adults frame control. Based on their past experiences and current realities, frames of reference are the grounding elements influential in guiding how they frame control. Factors such as values, customs and individual and group views are the foundations for ideas formed and stored as a bank of ideas to draw from when faced with the daily realities of what they
are being told to do. They use these frames of reference as counterbalancing coordinates, leading to, and indicative of how they frame control. Frames of reference may be positive or negative, ingrained or open to change, and influenced by themselves and agency. The following presents an overview and excerpt on ‘identity frames’ a concept which contributes to ‘frames of reference’ which is a concept of the category-framing control. The following provides and samples of identity frames.

Identity frames denote the nature and extent of how adult experience being a human and being an adult. Although they have each attained the legal majority of adulthood, the social norms which set the behavioural expectations of adult citizens mean that these adults grapple with their identities on a fundamental level. The greater the deviation between what they are actually doing and social norms the more negatively they formulate frames of reference and vice versa. Positive identity frames represent affirmative experiences of being a human, such as ‘being valued’, and ‘having contributions recognized’, and of being an adult, in terms of ‘doing similar things to what adults do’, ‘having a job’, and ‘having a boyfriend’.

And examples of positive human identity frames:

Aly Yea … Mammy, my mammy keeps missing me when I’m not at home. Yea, for making tea and coffee she misses me, yea, for taking the dog for a walk my mammy misses me … she misses me help … my mammy misses me … for taking the dog for a walk.

Katie I do voluntary work in XXX. At Christmas they asked me to the staff night out. We had a lovely meal. It was a lovely night.

An example of positive adult identity frames:

Caoimhe I phone the cab myself. I know the man. He collects me and brings me to the day service in the morning and in the evening I phone him and takes me home when I want.

Liz I have my own bank account and my own bank card.

Negative identity frames explain reported experiences which lack humanity, such as: ‘being moved’, ‘being a number’ (e.g., when going shopping or on the bus), ‘not having a place to belong’ or being refused adult status, such as, ‘being treated like babies’, ‘being treated like a child’, ‘being ridiculed’ and some participants were critical of themselves. The contextualization of identity frames explains their perceptions of being human and adult. Examples of negative human identity frames:

Aoife I had to move to XXX house at Christmas. The houseparent just told me I had to move. I didn’t want to move to XXXX house. I don’t get on with the girls there. I told the houseparent I didn’t want to move and she told me I had to do it … that’s what she told me … she told me I had to move. She (houseparent) said —[‘that’s what I was told — so you have to go’]

Aislinn I got used to people putting me down. I got used to it. I find it hard to say nice things about myself. I do. I find it hard to say nice things about myself. I do find it hard to say nice things about myself, I do. I wish I was normal. It hurts me. I can’t understand I have a learning disability and my brothers and sisters haven’t. I can’t understand that and my nieces and nephews don’t have it how come I have it? When I see them I say why can’t I be normal? It does hurt me when I see them normal. It does hurt me. I hate it, having a learning disability. I do hate it, I hate it, I do hate it, I do cry about it. I have to live the rest of my life with it.

Aislinn I broke up with my boyfriend about a year ago. He wasn’t right for me, he was calling me names and everything, he was calling me ‘fatty’ and ‘four eyes’ and all this, I give [gave] him the boot, I give [gave] him the boot about a year ago.

Caoimhe I used to get the bus but there were boys who used to call me names and make fun of me.

And examples of negative adult identity frames:

Aislinn They (houseparents) treat us like children. I’m not allowed to make my own tea, pour milk or butter bread or make sandwiches for my lunch …. Treating us like babies.

Harry I’m just … I’m not sure. It’s just … it’s the cuts … they are going to cut the transport. Well … we think they are going to cut the transport. But we don’t know for sure. If they cut the transport … then …….. then ……….. I don’t know how I’m going to get to the dayservice.

Saoirse The house parents set the house rules … they just tell us what to do …

Liz The xxx says ‘Liz you need to get your … your … check-up like, you need to go to the doctor, I will talk to your sister’. There’s no need to talk to my sister, like, I tell her there’s no need to talk to my sister and she says “no I will talk to your sister”

Whether positive or negative, the above examples of identity frames lead to framing control.

Adults continually draw from frames of reference based on the interactions between what they are
being told to do and what they actually do. Whether agency enacting practices are more or less intensified, whether their own functional diversity is low or high, or whether optimal engagement exists, they draw on frames of reference to increase contextualization of framing control.

Choices made situate in the customized, multivariate and ever-changing conditions that affect them determine the nature and extent of aligning. For these adults, ‘being told’ is generally fixed, and even though negotiations are allowed, compliance is usually a requirement. Ultimately, regardless of consistency or changes in choice situations, it is how adults frame control that aligning cycles are set to move in either a positive (to the right) or negative (to the left) direction. The terms positive and negative inspired by the notion of homeostasis, explains that framing control positively (higher levels) or negatively (lower levels) initiates changes or sustains stabilization in equilibrium for the person themselves.

Emotional connecting explains differing levels of emotional stability of adult participants. Lower level ranges of ‘de-stabilizing’ and ‘self-preserving’ and higher levels of ‘self-protecting’ and ‘stabilizing’. Adjusting compliance explains differing levels of participant adjustment in compliance situations ranging from lower levels of ‘dissentious’ and ‘selective’ to higher levels of ‘functional’ and ‘model’ complying.

The presentation of these cycles is intended as a framework for practitioners to understand the interactive nature of choice and control in decision-making. In normalizing routines, effecting or adapting to change, ‘aligning’ maintains, creates or changes the state of equilibrium that exists in interactions as the adult responds to matters of control. ‘Aligning with the flow of control’ conceptualized as a bi-directional positive or negative aligning cycles, denotes the equilibrium that exists in patterns of adult behaviours as they respond in the choices they make. Generally, at one extreme adults assimilate what they are told to do, creating personalization, ownership and are mostly self-directed in their decision-making, or at the other extreme, externally directed adults retreat back within the remit of expected roles of subordination.

For the purpose of clarity, let’s consider the interactive cycle in two halves, with positive aligning cycles oscillating to the right and negative cycles to the left. Positive aligning cycles underscore adults who are more self-directed rather than externally directed in their ‘actual doing’ (Figure 4: embracing the flow of control and Figure 5: going with the flow). Those with higher levels of control beliefs frame

Figure 4. Diagrammatic representation of embracing the flow of control cycle.

Figure 5. Diagrammatic representation of going with the flow of control cycle.

Figure 6. Diagrammatic representation of getting carried with the flow of control cycle.

Figure 7. Diagrammatic representation of resisting the flow of control cycle.
control more positively setting the direction of a positive aligning cycle moving the equilibrium towards amplifying their 'actual doing' rather than 'being told' I make my own choices 'or 'I just ring them and tell them where I'm going and what time I will be back' Positive aligning cycles are indicative of and counterbalanced by adults with higher levels of emotional stability adjusting well in compliance situations. A positive aligning cycle minimizes the significance that compliance is a requirement of being told. The greater the beliefs of control the adult has the more motivated they become to continue behaviours that accommodate autonomy.

Negative aligning cycles underscore adults who are less self-directed and more externally directed in their 'actual doing' (Figure 6: getting carried by the flow of control and Figure 7: resisting the flow of control). Those with lower levels of control beliefs frame control more negatively setting the direction of a negative aligning cycle moving the equilibrium towards amplifying they are 'being told' what to do rather than their 'actual doing': 'they just tell us what to do' or I'm not not allowed to have keys to the house, It's the policy'. Negative aligning cycles are indicative and counterbalanced by adults with lower levels of emotional stability adjusting less well in compliance situations. A negative aligning cycle maximizes the significance that compliance is a requirement of 'being told'. These adults have fewer opportunities for self-direction, more experiences of external control of their choices, and are less influential in choice situations. The movement of the balance which exists, between framing control, emotional connecting and adjusting in compliance situations is therefore conditional upon the flexibility, rigidity and integrity of the boundaries of 'being told' and 'actual doing'. The following presents an explanation of positive aligning cycles (Maria and Elaine) and negative aligning cycles (Saoirse and Sarah) punctuated with participant narratives and excerpts from interviews. Narratives and excerpts from interviews are also provided explaining how participants move from one cycle to another

Positive aligning cycles

Embracing the flow of control

The first of two positive aligning cycles is presented in the

Embracing the flow of control denotes adult in control of choices made, are more emotionally stable and adjust very well in compliance situations. Their 'actual doing' is amplified as they consistently meet the requirements of 'being told' without needing to be told what to do. The following presents an example of embracing the flow of control.

Maria who is married and lives in an apartment in a retirement complex in the community. Maria has spent most of her life in residential setting but now lives independently and while she keeps links with a Registered Nurse (Intellectual Disability) she makes her own choices.

M I go shopping for my own clothes. I like going shopping on my own. I like shopping, I like shopping for bags and shoes. I love clothes. I like good quality clothes so I go to Dunne’s and to Penney’s. I prefer to go shopping on my own, it’s independence. I know what suits me and what doesn’t suit me and if you want help you ask the shop assistant.

In the above scenario Maria draws from a bank of ideas where her adult identity, her independent mindset has positive connotations. Along with the positivity of these frames of reference, she interprets the choice situation by targeting set practices and controls when, where and how she goes shopping. The following explains how Maria uses rules to make choices:

M Eating healthy is very important. It’s good for the mind. I’ll tell you what I eat, in the morning I eat orange, an apple, a banana, and a diet yoghurt, for my tea break I’d have a kiwi or a mandarin orange, ………, and you know those yoghurts you can drink to boost your cholesterol, yeah I like those, they are very good for you … I cook fresh vegetables every day, I don’t like buying my vegetables in a package in a frozen compartment they are not good for you.

The following demonstrates emotional stability:

M It’s up to yourself to control your stress …………… . When you get upset about something, you sit down and talk about it, go for a walk, play nice music, go for a bath, light a candle, What-ever plays on your mind don’t hide it … you can’t keep it in, that will make it worse.

And adjusts in compliance situations:

M We sit down and we see what our finances are because all that comes into it. You can’t book anything you can’t afford and that’s very important …. We sit down and go through what money we have and where we want to go … … … … . … You go through what money you have … .

When what she does consistently succeeds in achieving and maintaining the requirements of what she is being told to do, staff telling her what to do (agency enacting practices) agency enacting practices are minimal and there is no obvious agency requirement of her to comply. The equilibrium moves towards being self-directed, as what she does has
more significance, she is doing rather than being told to do it. As she is self-directed in what she does the equilibrium is maintained by a positive aligning cycle. She is totally confident and aware of her independence which positively feeds back into framing control, emotional stabilizing and model complying, which in turn, facilitates her sense of independence.

Going with the flow of control

The second of two positive aligning cycles is presented in Figure 5

Going with the flow of control denotes adult engaging in self-control of choices made, are self-protecting and are functional in adjusting in compliance situations. Their 'actual doing' is amplified as they consistently begin to meet the requirements of what they are being told to do and continually informing agency in power positions that they are doing it.

The following presents an example of Elaine: ‘going with the flow of control’:

E I just ring staff and let them know where I am going and what time I will be back at. Staff tell me I can come and go as I please. The only thing is I lets staff know, it’s just for safety, I let them know where I’m gone and they don’t mind then you see, you know so . . .

In the above scenario Elaine draws from a bank of ideas where her adult identity, her pragmatic mindset has positive connotations. Along with the positivity of these frames of reference she interprets choice situations by tracking transparency and engaging in self-control of the choice of going to meet her boyfriend. Elaine has a clear understanding of the unwritten rules and engages in reporting her whereabouts continually to staff. Elaine lives with two other adults in a community residential house, where staff stay just one night a week. Staff telling her what to do (agency enacting practices) is less intensified as there is less agency requirement of her to comply with what she is to do. The equilibrium moves towards her ‘actual doing’, as she functions within the remit that she is telling those in power positions what she is doing, rather than being told what to do. Elaine engaging in self-control is self-protective while adjusting well in compliance situations, she feels more secure that she lets staff know where she is going and what time she is back at. Elaine is cautiously gaining confidence and aware that she is gaining independence. This feeds back positively into framing control, emotional self-protecting and functional complying, which in turn, is facilitating opportunities for her to increase a sense of independence.

E I’d say down the road I’ll move in with him, I can see that happening all right. If I was getting married and moving in if I decide to stay with him I’d just say I’d like change and I’d like to stay with him.

Negative aligning cycles

Getting carried by the flow of control

The first of two negative aligning cycles is presented in Figure 6

Getting carried by the flow of control’ denotes adults with beliefs of greater external control of choices they make, focus on their own self-preservation while they selectively adjust in compliance situations sometimes finding it difficult to do as told. ‘Being told’ is amplified as they are continually being told what to do, rather than actually doing it for themselves. The following presents an example of Saoirse: ‘getting carried by the flow of control’:

R And have you pain killers here with you today?
S No I’m not allowed to bring them to work . . . It’s the policy . . . if anybody took them or anything like that so I have to take them at home like . . .
R And if you had a pain in your ear now what would you do
S I would have to wait . . . to ask for Panadol—I got two painkillers before I came to work this morning to be honest with you. The houseparent gave them to me this morning because I was complaining yesterday of a headache
R So you don’t manage your own medication in the house
S No, it’s the houseparent does that, she calls me to the office and I go and take them there
R And would you like to manage your own medication?
S Well if anyone took them I suppose by mistake, it’s the house policy, so nobody’s allowed to have tablets . . . in case somebody took them by mistake, it’s the rules, it’s only right, God forbid, like you know . . . if anybody take them by mistake and that’s probably why like.

It’s alright for the house-parents to have them, they can lock them away and take precautions like, its makes sense like, someone might take them when your not looking and then you might be blamed for something, cause that’s why the policy is there like . . .

I hate to be complaining and looking for them but the doctor said to take them when I have the pain . . . when I like

The above explains how Saoirse draws from a bank of ideas where her adult identity, her dependent mindset has negative connotations. Saoirse interprets the choice situation with bounded understanding, as
she determines there is greater external control regarding the management of her medication. She is of the understanding that the health board has implemented policies with rules to be abided by rendering her to be dependent on others for her medication management. Saoirse is accepting of the external control and externalizes control to those in positions of power, as she focuses on self-preservation feeling fearful of failure and feeling safer with the externalization of control to those in power positions. Along with the selective adjustments in compliance to specific requests, she submissively takes her medication when instructed. The following explains how Saoirse is sometimes challenged to meet or sustain what she is being told to do:

S I had the appointment today with a counsellor today and forgot about it
R What happened?
S XXX said: How dare you? Why weren’t you there? What did you go out for? You have to ring and apologize
R And what had happened that you had gone out?
S I had forgotten about it, I had forgotten about my appointment and XXX came all the way out it was ridiculous. I had to ring to apologize.

When deviations are likely to occur between what Saoirse is being told and what she does, staff attitudes and practices intensify so as to bring Saoirse’s actual doing in line with what she is being told to do.

S Yea, it’s a bit much to be honest now I just feel that people are doing decisions for us. It’s like the mass like, like planning things ahead, … They had arranged mass without asking us in the community house, it’s at 6.30pm on Thursday, and a disco and buffet afterwards …. I wouldn’t lie. They didn’t ask us what did we want? Did we want to do it? And then they tell us ‘you have to come you can’t stay in the house on your own like’. It’s the rules with the health board and things are deciding for us. And XXX told me I was doing a reading, I said, ’I’m too nervous to do a reading in front of a crowd … the words are too complicated … with my ears I don’t like the noise … XXX told me I have to do it. XXX said ‘YOU ARE DOING A READING’, the reading. I find some of the words are complicated and that’s putting me off. I’m only doing it to keep the peace.

The equilibrium continues to be maintained by a negative aligning cycle, wherein she is more guided by the fact that she is being told what to do rather than being self-directed in what she is doing. Whether satisfied or not with greater external control, such perceptions negatively feed back into framing control, counterbalanced by self-preservation and selective complying, and is limiting for Saoirse in achieving a sense of independence.

Resisting the flow of control
The second of two negative aligning cycles Figure7
Resisting the flow of control denotes adult responses when the reality of what they do is oppositional to what they are being told to do. The significant incongruence between what they do and what they are being told to do has consequences for these adults to believe that they are not in control of choice situations, are emotionally de-stabilizing, dissentious in adjustments they make in compliance situations. The equilibrium moves towards being told and lacking opportunities for self-direction, they either do as told or burst outside its boundaries engaging non-compliance. The following presents an example of Sarah ‘resisting the flow of control’:

S Would you stick that? I couldn’t stick that. I’m there only four months, I think, I don’t know when it started, I don’t know. I told XXXX like, to get me out and XXXX only made it a lot worse for me. I was only going for a day at a time, like a night here and a night there. I wasn’t meant to be temporary [means full time] at all like and XXXX got me put in full time. XXX said “do you want full time?” and I didn’t. (Sobbing) I was only supposed to be there part time and XXX made it full time. And XXXX was bringing her down on top of me and I didn’t want her at all … down on top of me—I don’t want her down on top of me I don’t. Look, I was supposed to be part-time, right, and I would go in there on a Friday and go home, no …. I used go in at the weekend, right, and go home on Monday right, and then XXXX do you know XXXX do you? And then XXXX made it worse I was only supposed to be there part time (Sobbing) for a night here and a night there like, to give my mother a break.

Sarah in the above scenario draws from a bank of ideas where her adult identity, oppressed mindset, and the lack of control she has in the choice situations have negative connotations. Along with the negativity of these frames of reference as Sarah interprets the choice situation she identifies powerlessness. Sarah recently moved to community residential services where she shares a bedroom with another lady. Sarah feels that she has been put into full-time community residential care against her will.

Sarah’s emotional distress is exacerbated by conflicting tensions regarding money management:

S ……. they have my money and they won’t give it to you when you ask them for it I mean do they? Like, they don’t like, like they give you f**k all, like
my brother was in like and they don’t get it, and my mother was saying the same thing in like and they don’t get it and you see (researcher’s name) they have your money like and you don’t get it. And see if your looking for money you have to ask them … they just don’t give it to you like. You have to ask for everything. It’s not good for me, it’s not good for me at all like.

Not in control, counterbalanced by emotional destabilizing is both indicative of and counterbalanced by dissentious complying, which ultimately feeds back into negatively framing control and the equilibrium is maintained at a negative aligning cycle.

R Do you have set meetings at all with your keyworker?
S They don’t do it. They don’t do it anymore
R And do you have a person centred plan or a lifestyle plan?
S No they don’t do it anymore. I tried that and it didn’t work.

At the outset, Sarah, presented as not being in control of choice situations. Extremely distressed with what was going on in her life, Sarah continually revisited these experiences of lacking choice and control. Dissentious in the adjustments she had to make to as told Sarah maintained the equilibrium at a negative aligning cycle. This in turn is limiting for her in achieving a sense of independence. S: XXX asked me would I do art therapy? That’s a waste of money. I told him no, that wouldn’t work for me.

At a subsequent meetings Sarah informed the researcher that she had been put on medication for an underactive thyroid; introduced to a volunteer friend whom she enjoyed meeting; made friends with her roommate whose mother had brought her a present. She still wanted to ‘get out’ of community residential services and have ‘my independence’. Sarah reported that her keyworker had with her, signed a letter for higher-level management within the service requesting her wishes to ‘get out’ of the community residential services.

Discussion

The grounded theory of ‘aligning with the flow of control’ accounts for the continuous negotiation of the adults’ main concern; that of control in environments that are controlling of them. Having differing levels of control in the context of different choice situations, it is important to note that they are never either entirely person-driven or entirely other driven, but are constantly engaged in negotiation between the two. Aligning with the flow of control is not a fixed state, but is conceptualized as a dynamic equilibrium.

As an internal control psychology, Choice Theory (Glasser, 1998) has been developed as a theory to replace external control psychology, while demonstrating how choice and control are inextricably linked. Originally Dr. William Glasser an American Psychiatrist developed Reality Therapy as a counselling mechanism while working with patients diagnosed with mental illness and subsequently founded the Institute for Reality Therapy. Reality therapy is a method of counselling which teaches people how to direct their own lives, make more effective choices, and how to develop the strength to handle the stresses and problems of life. As his theoretical thinking around the underpinnings of Reality Therapy developed Dr Glasser based its’ philosophical underpinnings on the theory named Choice Theory and changed the name of the Institute from Reality Therapy to the Choice Theory Institute (Glasser, 1998). Similarly, this emergent theory characterizes decision-making practices of adults with intellectual disabilities as those who create or maintain an equilibrium based on their control beliefs, emotions and the adjustments they make in compliance situations while accessing services and support.

This theory illustrates a spectrum of autonomy explicating complexities and intricacies of decision-making support as reported by individuals with varying needs, abilities and support networks. Research has been undertaken on measuring choice availed by people with intellectual disabilities (Houseworth et al., 2018) and understanding components of choice-making (Agran et al., 2010; Cobigo et al., 2010; Donnelly et al., 2010; McCarthy, 2010; McConkey & Collins, 2010; Wiltz & Kalnins, 2008). Paradigm shifts in service provision such as personalization (Williams & Porter, 2017), self-directed support (Bogenschutz et al., 2019) and supported decision-making (Bigby et al., 2019; Carey & Ryan, 2019; Currer et al., 2019; Gore, 2008; Shogren et al., 2017; Watson, 2016) provide guidance so that legal and valued entitlements such as autonomy are implemented with and for service users. Greater focus is now on the recognition and development of interactions in the promotion of self-determination (Cudrê-Mauroux et al., 2019). This theory provides for greater understanding of choice and control from the perspectives of people with intellectual disabilities, therefore, service providers may better create and sustain enabling conditions so that people with intellectual disability are facilitated to establish trusting relationships and experience personal autonomy.

This emergent theory of ‘aligning with the flow of control’ advocates that in order to have the universality of human rights realized for people with intellectual disabilities the concepts of choice and control
from a lens perspective of facilitating autonomy must be progressed. The findings reported in this paper are of direct relevance for people with intellectual disabilities and their support network, particularly in Ireland in the context of the roll out of the Assisted Decision Making (Capacity) Act (Department of Justice, 2015).

As new self-directed support arrangements will be rolled-out over time a nuanced and flexible understanding is essential if service providers and those supporting decision-making with adults with intellectual disabilities are to maximize opportunities for exercising choice and control, while ensuring safeguarding are in place (Bach & Kerzner, 2010; Flynn & Arstein-Kerslake, 2014a).

Glasser (1998) believes that when individual requirements of genetically driven needs are accommodated, internal control psychology is developed individuals find satisfaction in their relationships with relevant others. This theory found that a greater sense of internal control is indicative to having greater satisfaction in building trusting relationships is especially true for people with intellectual disabilities. Service providers need to understand the extent to which autonomy can impact on the establishment of trusting relationships, especially for those adults who are more vulnerable to exploitation. These findings offer a sort of counter-point to the notion of “supported decision-making” a now prominent element of policy and decision-making literature relevant to adults with intellectual disabilities (Bach & Kerzner, 2010; Carey & Ryan, 2019; Flynn & Arstein-Kerslake, 2014a, 2014b).

Developing structured forums within supportive services where matters of choice and control can be creatively discussed and debated aiming to enhance autonomy while ensuring safeguarding is vitally important.

While this research data was collected in 2012, presenting a theory which explains choice and autonomy in decision-making as experienced by a group of adults with intellectual disabilities who are in receipt of service provision provides support for Irelands continuing commitment to ensure the human rights of people with disabilities are enshrined in everyday practices (UNCRPD, 2006).

**Implications**

Human dignity is now recognized internationally as the foundation upon which human rights are based capturing the notion that every human being is unique and valued (Roberto, 2014). By ensuring that people’s autonomy is respected, service providers continually improve the quality of care, safety and quality of life of adults who access services. Providers of services to adults with intellectual disabilities must ensure that the inalienable rights of these vulnerable service users are embedded in the culture of the organization, whether that be in the development of practice standards or the implementation and evaluation of quality assurance mechanisms. It is the authors belief that continuing focus on human rights will ensure that both service providers and service users become increasingly aware of their individual responsibilities in ensuring, promoting protecting and enabling people with intellectual disabilities to live lives which are equal to and experienced by other citizens in their communities.

**Conclusion**

The theory presented within this article highlights the dilemmas, of adult research participants, accessing services, availing of supports, while having differing levels of control in the context of making life choices. These adults use frames of reference and make interpretations, and determine the level of control they have in choices situations. And with emotional connecting and adjusting in compliance the state of equilibrium is ultimately determined as they respond to what they are told to do and perceive differing levels of satisfaction and success with choice outcome. The complexity of human situations means that their choices are not always simple and straightforward. Service providers need to have structures and processes in place which aim to understand each persons’ beliefs of control relevant to each choice situation and to ensure time and space are made available to the person and to those who support them so as to facilitate a process of learning which in turn will enable the formation of trusting and satisfying relationships. When supporting people with intellectual disabilities to make choices, it is significantly important to understand how these adults cope emotionally with control beliefs and the impact of compromises and adjustments they make which iteratively feed back into how they frame control. Additionally, further research be undertaken to assist service providers to evaluate their services, demonstrate accountability, and to maintain a balance between promoting autonomy and safeguarding. More educational focus is required for adults with intellectual disabilities and those who support them to find ways to enable people be more self-directed in their own lives, to make meaningful choices which have impact and outcomes, and how to be enabled to develop skills to cope to enhance mental health and well-being while coping emotionally with stresses and problems of life.

Limitations of this study are the small sample size along with the dominance of women as research participants. Future studies should be undertaken to assess whether any significant differences exist between men and women and how they respond to matters of control in their life choices. It is also needs to be considered that the location of the study was
undertaken in a society with active measures to enhance the autonomy of adults with intellectual disability the situation might be quite different in less supportive environments where varying policies may have an impact. It is paramount that research undertaken on the role of family members and social supports impacting these cycles.
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